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The war is over. The false prophecy has been fulfilled. But the dragonets still have enemies. A
dark evil, buried for centuries, is stirring.And a young NightWing may have had the first true
prophecy in generations . . .Something is coming to shake the earthSomething is coming to
scorch the groundJade Mountain will fall beneath thunder and iceUnless the lost city of night
can be found.Don't miss the next chapter in the epic, bestselling Wings of Fire series!



CONTENTSHALF TITLE PAGETITLE PAGEDEDICATIONMAP OF PYRRHIAA GUIDE TO THE
DRAGONS OF PYRRHIAWELCOME TO THE JADE MOUNTAIN ACADEMY!
SANDWINGSMUDWINGSSKYWINGSSEAWINGSICEWINGSRAINWINGSNIGHTWINGSTHE
JADE MOUNTAIN PROPHECYPROLOGUEPART ONECHAPTER 1CHAPTER 2CHAPTER
3CHAPTER 4CHAPTER 5CHAPTER 6CHAPTER 7CHAPTER 8CHAPTER 9PART
TWOCHAPTER 10CHAPTER 11CHAPTER 12CHAPTER 13CHAPTER 14CHAPTER 15PART
THREECHAPTER 16CHAPTER 17CHAPTER 18CHAPTER 19CHAPTER 20CHAPTER
21CHAPTER 22EPILOGUESNEAK PEEK AT WINGS OF FIRE: LEGENDS:
DARKSTALKERABOUT THE AUTHORALSO AVAILABLECOPYRIGHTAt this school, you will be
learning side by side with dragons from all the other tribes, so we wanted to give you some basic
information that may be useful as you get to know one another.You have been assigned to a
winglet with six other dragons; the winglet groups are listed on the following page.Thank you for
being a part of this school. You are the hope of Pyrrhia’s future. You are the dragons who can
bring lasting peace to this world.WE WISH YOU ALL THE POWER OF WINGS OF FIRE!JADE
WINGLETIceWing: WinterMudWing: UmberNightWing: MoonwatcherRainWing:
KinkajouSandWing: QibliSeaWing: TurtleSkyWing: CarnelianGOLD WINGLETIceWing:
IcicleMudWing: SoraNightWing: BigtailRainWing: TamarinSandWing: OnyxSeaWing:
PikeSkyWing: FlameSILVER WINGLETIceWing: ChangbaiMudWing: SepiaNightWing:
FearlessRainWing: BotoSandWing: OstrichSeaWing: AnemoneSkyWing: ThrushCOPPER
WINGLETIceWing: AlbaMudWing: MarshNightWing: MindreaderRainWing: CoconutSandWing:
PronghornSeaWing: SnailSkyWing: PeregrineQUARTZ WINGLETIceWing: ErmineMudWing:
NewtNightWing: MightyclawsRainWing: SiamangSandWing: AridSeaWing: BarracudaSkyWing:
GarnetDescription: pale gold or white scales the color of desert sand; poisonous barbed tail;
forked black tonguesAbilities: can survive a long time without water, poison enemies with the
tips of their tails like scorpions, bury themselves for camouflage in the desert sand, breathe
fireQueen: since the end of the War of SandWing Succession, Queen ThornStudents at Jade
Mountain: Arid, Onyx, Ostrich, Pronghorn, QibliDescription: thick, armored brown scales,
sometimes with amber and gold underscales; large, flat heads with nostrils on top of the
snoutAbilities: can breathe fire (if warm enough), hold their breath for up to an hour, blend into
large mud puddles; usually very strongQueen: Queen MoorhenStudents at Jade Mountain:
Marsh, Newt, Sepia, Sora, UmberDescription: red-gold or orange scales; enormous
wingsAbilities: powerful fighters and fliers, can breathe fireQueen: Queen Ruby (although some
dragons still support Queen Scarlet, who may be alive and in hiding)Students at Jade Mountain:
Carnelian, Flame, Garnet, Peregrine, ThrushDescription: blue or green or aquamarine scales;
webs between their claws; gills on their necks; glow-in-the-dark stripes on their tails/snouts/
underbelliesAbilities: can breathe underwater, see in the dark, create huge waves with one
splash of their powerful tails; excellent swimmersQueen: Queen CoralStudents at Jade
Mountain: Anemone, Barracuda, Pike, Snail, TurtleDescription: silvery scales like the moon or
pale blue like ice; ridged claws to grip the ice; forked blue tongues; tailsnarrow to a whip-thin



endAbilities: can withstand subzero temperatures and bright light, exhale a deadly
frostbreathQueen: Queen GlacierStudents at Jade Mountain: Alba, Changbai, Ermine, Icicle,
WinterDescription: scales constantly shift colors, usually bright like birds of paradise; prehensile
tailsAbilities: can camouflage their scales to blend into their surroundings; shoot a deadly venom
from their fangsQueen: Queen GloryStudents at Jade Mountain: Boto, Coconut, Kinkajou,
Siamang, TamarinDescription: purplish-black scales and scattered silver scales on the
underside of their wings, like a night sky full of stars; forked black tonguesAbilities: can breathe
fire, disappear into dark shadows; once known for reading minds and foretelling the future, but
no longerQueen: Queen Glory (see recent scrolls on the NightWing Exodus and the RainWing
Royal Challenge)Students at Jade Mountain: Bigtail, Fearless, Mightyclaws, Mindreader,
MoonwatcherBeware the darkness of dragons,Beware the stalker of dreams,Beware the talons
of power and fire,Beware one who is not what she seems.Something is coming to shake the
earth,Something is coming to scorch the ground.Jade Mountain will fall beneath thunder and
iceUnless the lost city of night can be found.The Royal Hatchery was supposed to be a warm,
safe, peaceful place for eggs to rest quietly until it was time to hatch.It was not supposed to be a
death trap that gave you the creeps.“It’s not a death trap!” Coral would protest whenever Gill
brought this up. “SeaWing princesses and princes have been hatching there for thousands of
years. I hatched there, and it was safe and beautiful. It’s part of our heritage. It’s a SeaWing
tradition. There’s nothing wrong with the hatchery — the problem is our useless guards.”“They’re
doing their best,” Gill objected. “You can only expect so much of a dragon.”“I’m not expecting the
three moons in a bowl,” Coral growled. “All they have to do is protect my eggs until an heir
hatches. WHY IS THAT SO HARD?”Gill didn’t know the answer to that. He didn’t know why
they’d lost six female eggs in the last five years. He didn’t know how his other three daughters
had died. Coral was sure there was an assassin in the palace, but Gill didn’t understand who
would want to kill so many little princesses.His heart ached as he swam through the Deep
Palace, thinking about all the dragonets they had lost. Coral was trying so hard to hatch an heir
that she was having eggs every year now. The palaces were overflowing with all the sons who
had survived the many hatchings. SeaWing princes were everywhere, to the point where an
entire wing of the Deep Palace had been set aside for them to live in.Gill tried hard to remember
all their names and tell them apart — Coral didn’t bother — but there were twenty-four of them
already, plus three more waiting to hatch. He sometimes wished they didn’t have the animus-
touched balance that indicated male versus female eggs. He wondered if they were making it
easier for the assassin, separating the eggs so clearly in the hatchery. But then he wondered if it
didn’t matter; without a way to tell them apart, perhaps the assassin would just have destroyed
all the eggs.His wings took him toward the hatchery, as they did all the time now, sometimes five
times a day. So far Coral’s latest plan had been working — it wouldn’t be much longer before the
eggs hatched, safe and sound. And then they could be taken out of the Royal Hatchery, which
would be a relief to Gill … although, given what happened to the other princesses, he wasn’t
really sure they would be safe anywhere.The new Council Chief of Dragonet Care was nervous



but dedicated. Abalone had a deputy chief to help him, and together they rotated in and out of
the hatchery, so someone was watching the two princess eggs at every moment. Abalone and
Snapper were two of Gill’s most loyal soldiers; he had talonpicked them himself.And yet, and yet
… he couldn’t stop checking on them. Just to be sure. Just to be safe.He slid open the door and
swam inside the dark, egg-shaped room. His wings fluttered in the bursts of warm water that
bubbled through the hatchery, keeping it at the perfect temperature for the eggs.Abalone? he
flashed in Aquatic. It was very quiet. The marble statue of his daughter Orca loomed over the
nests, watching over her future brothers and sisters. Gill wished the statue could protect them as
fiercely as her face suggested. He wished Orca were still alive, so she could protect them
herself.But if she were alive, Coral would be dead. He shook his head. He would never
understand why Orca challenged her mother for the throne at such a young age. If she had only
waited … they could have had so many more years together as a family.Unless the assassin
killed her, too. He shivered and swam farther into the room.Abalone was slumped over the nest
with the two princess eggs in it, his wings covering them.Abalone? Gill hurried over, worried.
Abalone never slumped; he hardly ever even sat down. He was always on full alert, always a
model soldier.Gill shook his friend’s shoulder. With a soft groan, Abalone sat up, and Gill realized
that the council chief was a strange white color around his gills. His eyes were bloodshot and
there were flecks of foam rising from his scales.I’m sorry, Abalone flashed with the
phosphorescent scales under his wings. I’ve been waiting for someone to come. But I won’t
leave the eggs — I won’t — they’ll be safe, I promise. He reached to cover them with his wings
again and staggered sideways.You’re sick, said Gill, catching him before he could land on the
eggs. You shouldn’t be here. I’ll go get help.Yes — no! Abalone flashed. Afraid I’ll … drift off …
everything spinning.Can you make it to the healing room on your own? Gill asked. If I stay here
to guard the eggs?Maybe. Abalone tried to paddle forward, shifting his wings, and instantly
violent tremors shook his whole body. He gasped and curled into a small ball on the smooth floor
of the hatchery.All right, stay here. Watch the eggs and don’t fall asleep. I’ll grab someone and
send for help. Gill swam to the door as fast as he could and powered up the ramp to the main
floor of the palace.Three little dragonets, all about two years old, were wrestling in the entrance
hall, kicking and squeaking gleefully. Three of his sons, Gill realized — the ones from two
hatchings ago. (There was only one female egg in that group, and she didn’t even make it
halfway through incubating, he remembered with a fresh stab of grief).He flashed his scales at
full brightness to get their attention. They turned toward him, blinking, and he flashed, I need
help. Who’s going to help me?The princes glanced at one another nervously, and then one of
them paddled forward a little bit.Me! he flashed. I’ll do it, Father!Good, said Gill. Thank you … He
hesitated.Turtle, the dragonet flashed. I’m Turtle.I know, Gill answered, although he hadn’t been
sure. Turtle, this is very important. I need you to go find Snapper and send her to the Royal
Hatchery. Tell her to hurry as fast as her wings can swim. Can you do that?Sure. Turtle nodded,
his green eyes wide.I’m counting on you, Turtle, Gill said, touching his son’s shoulder. It’s really
important. I know you can do this. I’ll be waiting. All right?Yes, sir, Turtle answered, shivering a



little.Go, then. Hurry!Turtle swam away toward the kitchens with what felt like agonizing
slowness. Gill reminded himself that Turtle was a prince. He wouldn’t fail. He’d find Snapper,
Abalone’s deputy chief, who could watch the eggs while Gill took Abalone to the healing
room.Gill rushed back down to the hatchery. Abalone was still awake, crouched by the eggs with
his front talons pinned across his chest. Gill realized with alarm that there was now a growth on
Abalone’s neck — a large, round lump that hadn’t been there a few moments ago. He touched it
lightly and Abalone flinched away. It was blazingly hot.Gill had no idea what kind of disease this
was. Is it safe for him to be here? Could he infect the eggs?He needed to get Abalone out of the
hatchery. For the safety of the eggs, but also because Abalone looked closer and closer to death
every moment.Hurry up, Turtle.They waited in painful silence.Was the growth getting bigger?
Turtle, where are you?Come on, come on.The lump was expanding, little by little, pushing
Abalone’s silvery blue scales into strange jagged shapes. It looked as if it might explode any
moment now.You’ll be all right, Gill flashed at Abalone. Help is coming.Help didn’t come. Time
crept by, dragging its long, long tail. Nobody came.
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Karissa Eckert, “Continues the "Darkstalker Awakens" storyline.. This was a good continuation
of the Wings of Fire series. The book was easy to read and progresses into the next part of the
Darkstalker story arc. There was a stand alone Darkstalker book released that explains
Darkstalker’s history and it would be helpful to read that book before reading this one. I continue
to read this series mostly because my 10 year old son enjoys it so much; I have also become
somewhat attached to these dragons myself.This continues the storyline with Darkstalker's
awakening and really focuses on animus dragons. The story is told from Turtle’s perspective; he
is a SeaWing dragon that is an animus in secret. He alone seems to be immune to Darkstalker’s
charm and it is up to him to discern what Darkstalker is really up to.There isn't a lot resolved in
this story, it is basically just the start of another broad storyline involving Darkstalker and his
efforts to rebuild the Nightwing Clan and gain the trust of the other Dragon Clans. We learn
some more about Turtle’s history and past, but honestly not a ton happens in here. Mostly this
book seems to be setting up the story for more excitement in future books. There is a sense of
doom over the whole story as you are just waiting for things to go really wrong in the next
book.Overall this was a good continuation of this series. I liked learning more about animus
dragons and it was interesting to see things from Turtle's perspective. However I felt like this was
a very short book and not a lot actually happened in here. I am curious to see what this book
builds to as the series continues.  Recommended to fans of the Wings of Fire series.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “This book left me in awe!. No words can explain how I am feeling! The
ending was such a surprise, that when the last book comes out, I don't even know how much
drama there will be! I definitely recommend this book for animal and action book lovers.
Definitely buy this. It's a must read. Can't wait to see what happens in the final book!”

Prince Arctic, “Wings of Fire Talons of Power is a very good read. This book was so good. I like
how this one and Darkness of Dragons work together so well. The funniest part in the book by
far to me is when the Icewings see Darkstalker in the library and shriek loud enough to break
glass. Anyway good book, Turtle is one of my favorite characters along with Winter, Qibli. Moon,
Peril, Pike, Hailstorm, Mightyclaws, Prince Arctic (although Arctic doesn't officially appear in this
book) and many others. Now like other reviewers I also have to caution parents with young
children about this series, but don't let it stop you from reading these books because they are
very good. Well worth the money. I recommend this series to anyone who wishes for a good
page turner.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A Must Read!. This book has everything I expected, and more! While I
can't say I approve of the ending, everything else was great. At first I was a little wary of Turtle.
He was afraid of everything, seemingly even his own shadow. But as the book progressed, he
changed into the confident, mature character I was expecting. I also got to know Anemone better



too, along with Kinkajou. Sadly, Moon, Winter, Qibli, Peril, and the other Dragonets of Destiny
weren't in it all that much, but hopefully will be in the next book The Darkness Of Dragons.
Overall, I really liked this book and would recommend it to anyone who loves fantasy, or to other
Wings of Fire fans.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Amazing!!. This is an amazing book with adventure, mystery, and has just
a hint of romance to tie it all together. The book is told from Turtle's perpective which gives us
another look at the world. I recommend this book to any Wings of Fire fan. You will not be
disappointed.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very good!. I have been reading this series as a bedtime story to my son
(who is 8), and I enjoy reading them as much as he enjoys hearing them. He first picked this
series out from a book form from his school about 6 months ago (we got the box set with the first
5 books). As soon as we had finished the box set, I started my search online for the rest of them.
Now we are almost done with this one and he's already asking when the next book is going to be
out!”

Marcus, “Another Brilliant Book!. This long awaited book exceeded all my expectations. A great
plot from the start, it kept me hooked the end. I can't wait for the next. If you love the Wings of
Fire series you will not be disappointed.”

Masha F., “Amazing!!!. I have read this book series from the start and it was amazing!When I
started reading the first I was a bit confused but soon after I started I could not stop reading!
realy  recomend!”

maxine edwards, “Good. Great book couldn't put the books down”

Ebook Tops Reader, “World of magic.. An enjoyable and stimulating voyage into the world of
magic and illusion.”

Paul Morgan, “Five Stars. My 10 year old daughter loves these books , highly recommend”

The book by Tui T. Sutherland has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 5,115 people have provided feedback.
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